
Sapphire
By the house captains, 

Bradley & Phoebe



You tell us…

How can you earn more 

stars



Can you tell us what our 5c’s are at 

Budbrooke?



What 2c’s are missing from this list?

Collaboration

Challenge

Curiosity 

Confidence

Consideration



Collaboration

How do you get more collaboration stars?

You can get more collaboration stars by…

 Working collaborative in a group

 Including everyone in the classroom or outside

 Helping each other out



Challenge

How do you get more challenge stars?

You can get more challenge stars by…

 Challenging your self in English, maths, art and many more

 Trying something new

 Trying something out of your comfort zone



QUIZ TIME!!



Confidence

Which of these is the correct way of being confident?

A) Being quiet

B) Being loud

C) Taking pride in what you say

Times Up!!



Curiosity
How do you get more stars for curiosity?

You can get more curiosity stars by…

 Asking many curious question in class. 

 Finding out more about your topic either at home or school.

 Find out more facts.



How do you get more 

playground stars? 
You can get more playground stars by…

 If someone is hurt you can go and ask if they are ok

 Including everybody in any game you are playing

 Being kind on the playground



COSIDERATION!!

Consideration is our top school 

rule.

Consideration means…

consideration

Consideration 



How can you you get more deputy head 

stars and head teacher stars?

You can get more deputy head stars and head teacher stars by…

 Trying really hard with your work

 Helping out other people

 Showing any of the school values in a positive way 

PLUS: If you get golden book then it also counts as a head teachers or deputy 

head award star.



Do we all 

understand how 

to get more stars 

?Thank you for 

listening..


